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Arrowhead Library System
Employees Struggle to Reach
Resolution
by Kitty Mayo
Struggling to negotiate a new
union contract with the Arrowhead
Library System board since 2019,
employees of the system are considering the latest board proposal.
The Arrowhead Library System is
based in Mountain Iron and serves
seven counties, including Cook,
Lake, Carlton, Itasca, Lake of the
Woods, Koochiching, and St. Louis.
Independent libraries throughout the
region are members of the ALS.
Their services include the MailA-Book department, managing
electronic services of Overdrive and
numerous other electronic resources, creating an email online
application for patrons to get library
cards to access electronic services,
and resources to support member
libraries.
Amanda Metsa, representative for
AFSCME Council 65, represents
members of Local 3258 that includes 15 employees working at the
Mt. Iron headquarters of ALS.
Metsa says that the latest offer by
the board does not reduce the pay
of current workers, but does impact
future raises and starts new employees at a lower wage.
The union's contract expired in
2019 and they have been in negotiations ever since. Several months
ago they entered mediation through
the Bureau of Mediation Services.
According to Metsa problems
arose when the ALS board hired a
consultant to conduct a wage study
before the last contract ended, resulting in a report that indicated that
ALS staff were already earning
more than other library systems in
the state.
“The employer is making a proposal to reduce wage rates to match
those in a contract ratified a decade
ago. They claim they (the employ-

ees) make too much money,” said
Metsa.
Metsa says the sticking point
hinges on the board's proposal to reduce wages in several categories for
positions that require at least a twoyear college degree. She says that
the board's stance appears to be ingrained in the concept that starting
wages are too high, despite having
healthy finances.
“There is a real shortage of workers, and their budget reserves have
never been higher. Still, they really
seem to be laser-focused on this
wage study, it seems like an odd argument,” said Metsa.
Jim Weikum, executive director
for ALS, says that relying solely on
reserves would not be a responsible
approach to budget management,
stating, “While we have good reserves because we've been good
stewards of the funding, it's a finite
amount where if spent down there's
an endpoint.” He went on to say that
state funding, which accounts for
roughly half of their budget, has not
increased in about a decade.
Concerned about the ability to recruit qualified and capable employees in order to maintain services
provided by ALS, Metsa said,“Their
proposal for a starting rate is a dollar less per hour than someone can
start at Walmart in Mountain Iron,
they are saying their work is less
valuable than an entry-level customer service position.”

question that some of the starting
wages would be lower than they are
now for some positions, but some
would be higher, it's not the same
across the board,” said Weikum.
Adding that the board's effort is
to “align wages with the market
study”, Weikum says they have proposed wage increases for every employee and would not reduce wages
for current employees.

A vote had been scheduled for October 29 for union members to accept or reject the latest offer by the
ALS board. However, that vote has
The latest proposal put forth by the been delayed and will likely take
board would not reduce the wages place during the first week of Noof current employees, but would vember.
drop the rate of pay for any incoming hires, said Metsa.
According to Metsa, the union is
motivated to reach a resolution, sayWeikum stated that the board's ing, “We want to compromise and
wage proposal does drop the start- bring it to a close, but our group is
ing wage for some positions, and in- preparing in case there is a need to
creases it for others. “There's no strike.”

A strike could mean that materials requests from other libraries
would not get sent out, since those
requests are processed through the
ALS headquarters. Mail-A-Book
services and the Bookmobile would
also be suspended during a strike.

From Weikum's perspective, the
complexity of the proposal for rank
and rating of positions, along with
the challenges of delayed timing and
communication barriers presented
by the pandemic have exacerbated
the situation. “It's been difficult with
such drawn out negotiations interrupted by a pandemic, it's really
thrown the process off significantly,
and I think there's been, at the very
least, some confusion over how that
(position rating) is going to be
implemented,” said Weikum.

The board of the Arrowhead Library System is made up of individuals from member communities
and libraries.

NO TRESPASSING NOTICE

During the fall hunting season, we experience increased unauthorized traffic on Northshore Mining Company
property. This is of great concern because unauthorized entrants are not aware of the hazards in industrial
areas and the consequences of trespassing. To ensure the safety of our employees and the public, please
take care this hunting season and stay off Northshore Mining property. This map can be used as a resource
to identify Northshore Mining property boundaries that are covered by this notice.

